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clay culture

apprenticeship route
by Lucie Brisson

Cycling the 5 miles that separate Mill Creek 
Pottery from the room I rent in the small vil-
lage of Gresham, Wisconsin, gives me time and 
space to let my mind wander. Whether I am 
drafting a new blog post or narrowing down the 
elusive shape of a pot, it is a time when I step 
back and ponder. Lately, I have been thinking 
about the question so many people have asked 
me since my arrival: Why did you come all the 
way here for your apprenticeship?

Originally from the southwest of France, I 
now find myself in northeastern Wisconsin. I 
have been apprenticing with wood-firing potter 
Simon Levin for eight months; when I fly home 
it will have been almost a year.

Wood Firing as Catalyst
I fell in love with wood-firing in Japan in 
March of 2010, having traveled there via Rus-
sian Trans–Siberian train after graduating with 
a BFA from Cork College of Art and Design 
in Ireland. It was the very first shift of my first 
firing. The kiln was in the middle of a cabbage 
field, and from the valley below I could hear 
the early bells of a temple. I was cold. The fire 
was crackling nicely but not hot enough yet to 
warm me. The air was misty, the scene magi-
cal. I was suddenly overwhelmed by the beauty 
of that moment. It felt like wood-firing was a 
fuller and richer experience than anything else I 
had done so far. There would be no going back. 

In college I had mostly made slip-cast and 
coiled electric-fired sculptural and installation 
work. In Japan I wanted to immerse myself in 
a culture where pots are valued as an art form. 
I wanted to meet potters and possibly work with them. I hadn’t 
organized any of this, but it turned out I had a lucky star. I became 
friends with Mieko and Richard, a Japanese-English couple who 
invited me to make work in their studio in Tokoname. They had 
recently built a wood kiln, and at their side, I fell in love.

I came back from Japan sure of two things: I wanted to make 
pots, and those pots would be wood fired. What I didn’t know was 
how to go about it. I barely knew how to make pots at all and had 
no place to work. Getting into an MFA program was one option 
but I honestly doubted that I would be very convincing trying 
to enter an MFA program claiming I wanted to make functional 
pots backed by a portfolio of ethereal installation pieces. In truth, 

after some research and visits to colleges, academia felt far removed 
from the everyday life and challenges of running a studio. It was 
that bigger picture I wanted. More than learning to make good 
pots, I wanted to learn how to become a potter. What I craved was 
mentoring, in the shape of someone who would pass on knowledge 
and give me feedback on my pots. An apprenticeship seemed like 
the right way to go.

Learning the Hard Way
Here’s the catch: apprenticeships are hard to find and good ones 
are even rarer. I jumped onto the first opportunity that fell on my 
lap and moved to England to learn alongside a slipware potter I 
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had briefly met in Japan. It meant compromising for a while on 
wood firing, but I figured there would be a lot for me to learn. 
It turned out her idea of an apprenticeship was working rather 
than learning—in a nutshell, free labor for her with very little in 
exchange for me. Apart from teaching me the making and slipware 
techniques necessary to churn out pieces for her range of pots, 
there was no mentoring of any kind. She was totally disinterested 
in the work I started making for myself (one day a week). The rest 
of the time I made her pieces. I felt incredibly depressed, fooled, 
and mad at myself for having not investigated that position better. 
I could have spoken with past apprentices or agreed on a very clear 
contract making sure there would be some benefit for me. I became 
miserable and resentful, and quit after three months. 

Back in Ireland, I rented a small studio in a shared facility 
for a few months, making sculptures and slowly teaching myself 
more throwing. Samuel Beckett’s quote, “Ever tried. Ever failed. 
No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better,” kept me going. I 
was still determined to go the apprenticeship route. This time I 
wouldn’t settle for whatever came along. I would find an inspiring 
wood-firing potter whose pots I really admired, in whom I could 
see myself a few years down the road, and who cared that I develop 
my own voice.

Researching the Possibilities
Research made it clear that the US had a much more vi-
brant pottery scene than Europe, and more potters firing 
with wood. I had recently discovered Linda Christianson’s 
pots and somehow this wood-firing woman had become 

my hero. I badly wanted to meet her and this goal fueled my mo-
mentum. I decided to spend the summer of 2011 traveling the US 
and meeting and helping potters. It would be a time to establish 
relationships and perhaps plant little seeds that might grow into 
something bigger. 

In preparation for this trip I emailed a handful of American 
potters. Many of them were kind enough to reply and start a 
conversation. During the three months of that summer, I visited 
many of them and stayed with some, pitching my tent next to their 
studios and helping with whatever needed doing. I processed local 
clay for Michael Kline, and split wood with Linda Christianson. 
I visited many studios, including both Penland and The Energy 
Xchange in North Carolina. I volunteered at the American Pot-
tery Festival at the Northern Clay Center in Minnesota. I met 
wonderful people committed to their pots and their way of life. I 
was deeply inspired. 

Taking the Plunge
Simon Levin had responded to my emails and invited me to help 
fire his large anagama. Unknown to me, it was also a trial period 
during which we would each try to figure out if we could work 
together. After a week-long firing and two more weeks helping 

1 Lucie Brisson in front of one of the wood kilns at Mill Creek 
Pottery, Gresham, Wisconsin.

2 Processing local clay for Michael Kline in Bakersville, North 
Carolina, during the summer of 2011.

3 Rebuilding one of the kilns at Mill Creek Pottery, fall 2012.
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around his place, both of us were happy to commit to a year-long 
apprenticeship. In an attempt to make sure this time around would 
be different, I checked the mental list I had made for myself after 
my previous apprenticeship. I talked to Simon’s current and past 
apprentices. I asked Simon clear questions about what my duties 
would be and about his part of the deal. I asked myself, “Does his 

work stir me? Does this sound like the holistic potting experience I am 
looking for?” His work and life did inspire me, so I took the plunge.

Coming to Wisconsin was a huge life decision. I needed money 
for a visa plus enough savings to live on for a year (the J1 training 
visa wouldn’t allow for me to get a side job to pay rent). And it 
meant another move far away from my family after many years 
away from France already. It took some planning and a whole lot 
of paperwork, but eight months and $4000 later (visa fees, health 
insurance, plane ticket) I landed in Green Bay with my throwing 
tools and three suitcases.

Every day I am glad that I made this commitment. Simon has 
had an apprenticeship program since 2004. He once said to me that 
he created the program he wished he could have found when he was 
younger. He knows what he wants from me, and he pushes me to 
have a clear idea of what I want to walk away with. And it works.

Indeed, the deal is more than fair. I do studio chores, process 
wood, and weed the garden. In exchange, I get plenty of time to 
make pots— and priceless guidance. There are Simon’s eyes lingering 
on the body of work I am trying to build, commenting, critiquing. 
There is his mind sharing thoughts on wood firing, shedding light 
on my questions about the process, discussing and bouncing back 
ideas. There is his generosity and enthusiasm to share his knowledge. 

As for opportunities, they have been plentiful. Besides being 
at Mill Creek every day, making work, and firing Simon’s kilns, I 
assisted at the St. Croix Pottery Tour in Minnesota, helped build 
an anagama kiln for the Archie Bray Foundation for the Ceramic 
Arts in Montana, and assisted Simon during a two-week wood-
firing class at Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts in Tennessee. 

In the fall, I helped with the rebuilding of the 
front of the train kiln at Mill Creek, attended 
the Utilitarian Clay Conference, and helped with  
our own pottery tour and more out of state sales. 
I also got to visit many other potters, fired with 
Jack Troy who came to Mill Creek in April, and 
met Warren MacKenzie in the quiet of his studio.

Suggestions for                
Would-be Apprentices
Give it thought. What do you want out of it? 
Whose work do you admire? Write letters. Con-
tact people. Push doors open. Go meet people, 
work with them for a trial period. Talk through 
the guidelines of the program with the potter. Ask 
around and talk to past apprentices. Remember 
that being inspired by the potter and his or her 
pots is probably the most important thing; loca-
tion is the least important.
Give it time. Three months is long enough to 
figure out that things aren’t working out, yet it is 
also the amount of time it can take to feel settled 
into a place that is right. It is about the amount of 
time it took me to feel comfortable and grounded 

at Mill Creek—and being comfortable and grounded are essential 
to making good work. 
Grow some bark. Be humble, be tough, be patient. Be willing to 
work long hard hours, be adaptable and ready to compromise on 
your daily agenda. But do not compromise on the overall quality 
of the experience. If the place is right, if the potter you are working 
with is becoming a mentor, then an amazing time is yet to come. 
Even the hardest and most frustrating days—and there will be 
plenty of these—will be worth it in the end.

Gresham, Wisconsin, was a long way to travel for an appren-
ticeship, but my time at Mill Creek Pottery has been incredibly 
fulfilling. I can now build kilns. I am not afraid of pulling handles 
anymore. Lately, I have been enjoying throwing plates off the 
hump, and making my first lidded jars. Dedication shows: my 
pots have come a long way. They are getting better during each 
making cycle, and my clay voice is slowly starting to find a pitch 
of its own. 

I hope that one day, in my wood-firing studio in the southwest 
of France, I will set myself up to pass on the knowledge Simon 
entrusts me with now to young potters and the community.

Find out more about Lucie and her work at www.luciebrisson.com.

4 Lucie Brisson’s lidded containers, wood-fired clay, 2012.
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